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BDSM sexuality as a powerful tool for self-transformation and the realization of magical and spiritual

aims  â€¢ Details how to combine the 6 major types of S&M stimulation with sexual stimulation for

magical and transformative purposes  â€¢ Explores sado-magical workings from both submissive

and dominant perspectives  â€¢ Traces the roots of the BDSM tradition from ancient pagan and

shamanic rituals to historical figures such as the Marquis de Sade, Aleister Crowley, and Anton

LaVey  Sex magic allows us to tap in to the most abundant power source available: sexual energy.

Magicians, shamans, and fakirs throughout history have used physical stimulation and ritual to

harness sexual energy, unlock inner states of consciousness, and activate the ability to influence

their surroundings. While pleasure is often the focus of this stimulation, pain is just as effective, if

not more so.  Combining both pleasure and pain, the sadomasochistic practice of Carnal Alchemy

offers a powerful tool for self-transformation and the realization of magical and spiritual aims.

Authors Stephen and Crystal Dawn Flowers explain the sado-magical workings of Carnal Alchemy

from both the perspective of the submissive partner as well as the dominant. They detail the 6 major

techniques of sadomasochistic stimulation--bondage, flagellation, piercing, penetration, clamping,

and heat/cold--and how they can be combined with sexual stimulation for magical purposes. They

trace the roots of the BDSM tradition in ancient pagan rites of passage, in indigenous shamanic

rituals, and through historical figures who used this form of sexuality in their magic and philosophy,

from the Marquis de Sade to more modern exemplars such as Aleister Crowley, Ernst Schertel, and

Anton LaVey.  This guide also covers specialized furniture and tools and the decor of â€œthe

Chamberâ€• to trigger states of consciousness in which the Sado-Magician can effectively express

his or her will.
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One of the newest trends in the magical world is the practice of sado-magic or BDSM practices in

magical operations. In theory it works rather well, for magic to be successful you must visualize you

goal, raise the energy and direct it then let your spell go. Sexual and BDSM practices are just one

way.Of course BDSM is nothing really new. Ancient cultures had flogging rites both to purify the soul

and raise energy levels . The Greek in their rites to Dionysus and Artwmis are two prime examples.

The native Americans practiced piercing and suspension in order to achieve trances . Various

Christian orders also practiced flagellation . Most recently it was brought into updated practice by

Gerald Gardner and Alesister Crowley .The author himself belonged to the Order of Triskellion. The

order's main purpose was to bring BDSM practices into magical and mainstream acceptability. They

have since folded and Robert North has opened up the New Flesh Palladium.BDSM has extensive

history in both Japan and Europe. Flogging or caning is sometimes called the English Vice. In

Europe some famous people involved at various periods of time would include Marquise De Sade,

Leon Sacher Masocher, Robert North and William Seabrook.Marquise De Sade was a libertine who

believed in developing his imagination. He was also into non consensual torture. Masocher who had

a bad experience with an aunt discovered his love for pain. He was also into contracts and

agreement. Seabrook practiced bondage and suspension techniques aimed at achieving the trance

state. He wrote books about the Middle East and witchcraft.The book next covers the two types of

universes. The subjective is like our dream world and the objective is the physical universe.
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